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Abstract The characterization and reproduction of
tyre behaviour for vehicle modelling is a topic of
particular interest both for real-time driver in the loop
simulations and for offline performance optimization
algorithms. Since the accuracy of the tyre forces and
moments can be achieved by the accurate physical
modelling of all the phenomena concerning the tyreroad interaction, the link between the tyre thermal
state and the tyre frictional performance turns into a
crucial factor. An integrated numerical methodology,
allowing to couple the full 3D CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) flux within the internal chamber of
the tyre with an equivalent discrete 3D structure
model, is proposed with the aim to completely
represent the tyre thermodynamic convective behaviour in the steady-state operating conditions. 3D CFD
model enables the evaluation of the internal distribution of the gas temperature and of the thermal powers
exchanged at each sub-wall in detail. This allows to
increase the reliability of the tyre thermodynamic
modelling with a particular reference to the proper
managing of the aero-thermal flow of the brake disc
impact on the rim temperature and therefore on the
internal gas dynamics in terms of temperature and
pressure, being able to optimize the tyre overall

dynamic performance in both warm-up and stabilized
thermal conditions. The steady RANS (Reynolds
Averaged Navier–Stokes) simulations have been performed employing the 3D CFD model in a wide range
of angular velocities with the aim to calculate the
convective thermal flux distributions upon rim and
inner liner surfaces. The simulation results have been
then exploited to derive the convective heat transfer
coefficients per each sub domain to be employed
within the real-time tyre physical thermal model, with
the peculiar advantage of an enhanced model reliability for thermal characteristics. To validate the proposed methodology, the tyre thermal model outputs, in
terms of temperatures of internal and external layers,
have been validated towards the acquired ones within
the specific routine performed on tyre force and
moment test bench, confirming an excellent agreement
with the experimental data in the entire range of
operating conditions explored.
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In the last decades, tyres acquired a fundamental role
in the motorsport and automotive industry, since the
optimization of their behaviour in different operating
conditions and for diverse use scenarios represents a
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key-factor for the achievement of the optimal overall
performance [1–4].
With the rise of the autonomous driving and more
sophisticated on-board control logics, due to the
growing need to reproduce vehicle dynamics behaviour with the highest level of accuracy at the lowest
possible cost, the vehicle modelling and simulation
tools concerning the understanding and the reproduction of the tyre-road interaction phenomena have
acquired a significant weight [4, 5]. From the
modelling point of view, the research effort has been
therefore addressed to the modelling and estimation of
all those quantities not directly acquirable even with
the state of art sensing technology, but which could
represent a key factor in the continuous improvement
of control algorithms and logics to be employed in the
increasing expansion of interconnected and smart
vehicles [4–8]. Different approaches for modelling the
tyre thermomechanical behaviour can be found in
literature [9–13] as well as various practical case
studies [3, 14–16], which testify the attention payed to
the topic.
In this scenario, the development of predictive realtime physical models, able to provide the real-time onboard estimation of the tyre compound bulk temperature, linked with the tyre dynamic behaviour in terms
of grip and stiffness variations, is an important task
[17, 18]. Furthermore, these models have to be full
three-dimensional, taking into account of the composite tyre structure, rim geometry and peculiar
sidewalls’ characteristics. It is absolutely necessary
to consider all the geometric and material properties,
since the behaviour of the tyre is highly non-linear
with the applied forces, velocity, pressure and wheel
alignment effects. Even only considering the dynamic
contact patch, where the friction power generative
term and the conduction between the tyre and the road
occur, the distribution of the temperature is deeply
affected on the contact patch geometry in the particular operating dynamic and kinematic conditions
under analysis, resulting in possible significant temperature gradient along the tire width direction. The
same can be argued for the local deformation distribution within the tyre inner layers, resulting in specific
local heating distributions within the meshed threedimensional domain. Starting from the TRT thermodynamic model, with its applications for both the
performance optimization in racing field and in
advanced control logics development for passenger
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vehicles, the physical modelling of the tyre behaviour
can become particularly useful for the understanding
of the tyre ideal working range and for the evolution of
the control systems actions in emergency situations,
thanks to the enriched dynamic vehicle state due to the
availability of additional physical variables [19, 20].
To run at the maximum performance level, a key
area of development in top-ranking motorsport categories concerns the tyre management within the
optimal temperature/pressure conditions, properly
employing rim heating techniques. The thermal
energy generated from the brakes is transferred to
the wheel rim via radiation mechanism, increasing the
temperature and pressure of the internal air and the
temperature of the tyre compound. In each manoeuvre,
a specifically designed wheel assembly, consisting of
the braking system, rim and cooling ducts, is able to
optimize the airflow dynamics, getting proper aerodynamics (in terms of downforce and drag reduction)
and to heat up differently in the diverse phases of the
race.
In such scenario, the modelling of the convective
heat transfer for the tyre system is a relevant topic, as
evidenced by the large number of articles on the
subject [21–24]. Indeed, an accurate prediction of tyre
thermal flow allows a proper monitoring and control of
the air pressure and temperature variations in the tyre
inflation chamber. This aspect is particularly relevant
during all the stages of a race to manage both the tyre
friction and viscoelastic hysteresis, also taking into
account the unsteady operating conditions experienced by the tyre.
Three dimensional CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) modelling of tyre system, providing a full
description of both the thermal and fluid-dynamic flow
fields, is probably the most reliable method for an
accurate prediction of convective heat transfer rates in
the tyre system. This approach allows to evaluate the
tyre thermal performance in both steady-state and
unsteady operating conditions. Accurate CFD modelling provides highly reliable results also in complex
three-dimensional flows [25, 26], but they require a
significant computational cost, mostly depending on
the resolution of the adopted mesh. Also, the kind of
analysis can heavily affect the computational effort, in
particular when unsteady conditions need to be
analysed. On the contrary, the convective modelling
based on 0D/1D (zero or one dimensional) approaches
require a lower computational effort for both steady
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and unsteady conditions. Even if a computational
benefit derives by the adoption of 0D/1D convective
approaches, their reliability mostly depends on the
effective description of the overall tyre internal
chamber; in this case, some improvements are needed
aiming to describe in details peculiar thermal effects.
A reliable methodology can help to obtain a 3D tire
model enhanced from a thermal point of view. This
allows the development of an efficient tool to be
integrated within a driving simulator platform,
adopted by vehicle manufacturers to perform realtime simulations oriented to R&D and product development activities.
In the present paper a hierarchical integrated
numerical procedure is adopted for the first time for
the tyre thermal study. The integration of different
numerical procedures has been already employed in
the fluid-dynamic field, especially for turbulent flows
[27–29] which play a significant role in thermal
studies. In this work, the relevant thermal parameters
computed by a full 3D CFD model of tyre internal
chamber are used in the fully described 3D wheel
thermal model with the specific purpose of describing
the tyre thermodynamic convective behaviour in realtime. The proposed mixed methodology allows to
properly combine the advantages of two single
modelling approaches. In the specific case under
study, a unique zero-value of camber angle has been
considered in pure rolling conditions, resulting in an
exceptional operating condition where the tyre could
be also described in terms of an elastic ring, or of the
1D model along the radial direction. Although, the
authors intend to extend the study in the further works
approaching wider conditions with different values of
camber angle and interaction forces applied.
The paper is organized in four more sections in
addition to the introduction. The second section deals
with a deep description of the physical phenomena
governing the tyre dynamic behaviour. The third and
fourth sections report the 3D CFD and the reduced 1D
convective model integrated within the tyre thermal
model, respectively. They are coupled within the
proposed numerical methodology, which provides a
data transfer scheme from 3D model to the 1D
convective model. The fifth section presents a description of the experimental tyre tests using the force and
moment Flat-Trac bench and the validation of the full
tyre thermal model through the comparison of the
experimental outcomes with the simulated ones, in

terms of temperatures of several inner tyre layers.
Finally, the last section regards the conclusions and
some comments on the future developments of this
research activity.

2 Tyre dynamic behaviour
The working temperature and pressure of a tyre
depend on several aspects, as the viscoelastic characteristics of the compound, ambient temperature,
internal pressure, tread wear level, peculiar structural
materials, but also, of course, on the vehicle setup and
driver behaviour [14, 30]. Tyre composite structure
consists of tread compound, working together with the
belt system and tyre casing, to achieve traction and
cornering capabilities [31].
The effects of tyre temperature and pressure on its
dynamic characteristics and friction coefficient are
illustrated in the Fig. 1. The inflation pressure is one of
the crucial factors to be taken into account in order to
properly manage the tyre dynamics, since it governs
not only the contact patch in terms of both area
extension and shape, but also modifies the tyre
structural characteristics, including the sidewall rigidity, and, therefore, the radial, braking and cornering
tyre stiffnesses.
Furthermore, as illustrated in the Fig. 2, the internal
pressure is also accountable for the tyre hysteretic
behaviour: the Strain Energy Loss factor mainly
depends on the induced loads’ excitation frequency
acting on the wheel during the operating conditions
and the tyre internal pressure.
The inflation pressure governs also the hysteretic
behaviour of the tyre, which deeply depends on the
materials constituting the tyre structure and on the
chemicals and additives mixed in the rubber compound. Moreover, as regards the tyre performance in
terms of friction coefficient arising between the tread
polymers and the road texture, it can be considered as
due to at least three different phenomena [32, 33]:
F T ¼ F A þ F HB þ F W

ð1Þ

where
• FT is the total friction coefficient,
• FA is the adhesive term due the Van der Waals’
forces between the two surfaces in contact at the
molecular level,
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Fig. 1 Tyre friction coefficient and dynamic stiffnesses’ dependencies towards temperature and pressure

Fig. 2 Tyre hysteretic behaviour dependence in terms of inflation pressure and load frequency

• FHB is the hysteretic term due to the compound
bulk deformation hysteresis within the rubber,
• FW is the contribution due to the removal of the
rubber material during the tyre life (can be
assumed negligible since it seems to weigh no
more than 2%).
The adhesive and the hysteretic terms are not
independent because as the adhesion increases the
extension of the contact area, the zone affected by
hysteretic deformations grows too [34].
Since all the physical phenomena governing the
tyre behaviour are deeply interconnected, the characterization of the tyre behaviour is particularly complex
and delicate: the tyre forces demonstrate a highly nonlinear dependence on slip ratio, slip angle, camber
angle, vertical load, inflation pressure, wear level,
internal and external temperature distributions and,
obviously, on the tyre structural characteristics
[35, 36].
For such reason, a reliable and predictive tyre
physical model has to involve a large amount of
effects, useful to take into account that:
• During the life cycle, the tyre deeply modifies its
dynamic behaviour in relation to the progressive
application of the cumulated history of operating/
load conditions. A progressively reduced grip level
extends the stopping distance of vehicles and can
result in vehicle instability and risk of blowout
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failure [37]. Therefore, the overall goal of tyre
design should consist in the optimal exploitation of
its dynamic potential in every vehicle working
conditions during the entire lifecycle, leading to
achieve both the optimal performance and the
safety requirements accurately designed rim solutions permit to handle the airflow allowing to
manage the rim temperature, which in-turn influences the tyre tread core temperature. A proper
transport term of the airflow between the brake
assembly and the wheel rim, becomes so important
for tyre performance and durability purposes.
Therefore, the ability to represent the tyre air flow
inside the wheel chamber becomes of primary
importance, especially in co-simulation environments where different systems are interacting each
other, to correctly transfer heat from the rim
surface to the tyre inner one.

3 CFD model
A tyre in cruise condition with constant speed and
nominal vertical load has been taken into account. In
such conditions the tyre can be described by an
undeformed geometry with good approximation.
Thus, a CAD (Computer Aided Design) model of the
undeformed tyre has been made with typical
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dimensions of a large passenger car. In Table 1 the
details of the tyre geometry are reported.
A hybrid mesh with a refinement at the walls has
been generated inside the tyre model; it counts about 4
million cells in the finest level and complies with mesh
requirements in terms of aspect ratio (ratio between
two main cell dimensions), skewness (cell degeneration from the equilateral cell) and y ? (dimensionless
wall distance of the first inner point) to allow accurate
and stable 3D numerical simulations. The adoption of
a hybrid mesh is due to the design of CFD software
whose algorithms are better calibrated for unstructured mesh. In Fig. 3 a detail of the adopted CFD mesh
is shown, it also reports a ‘zoom’ of the mesh
refinement at wall boundary (the different grey
shading in the figure is due to a spatial rendering
effect due to lighting). In Fig. 4 the wall y ? distribution is reported showing that it is below one almost
everywhere ensuring a proper resolution of the
boundary layer. The wall y ? is the wall distance of
the first inner point in wall variables defined as:
y ? = qw us y/lw, where qw is the density at the wall,
us the friction velocity (square root of the ratio
between shear stress and the density at the wall) and
lw the dynamic viscosity at the wall. It is a measure of
the quality of the grid near the wall and when it is
around or below one the grid resolution near the wall is
sufficient to accurately resolve the near wall flow field.
Steady Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
simulations have been performed by using the flow
solver fluent ANSYS, widely adopted in engineering
and research framework [38, 39]. The RANS equations are derived by the Navier–Stokes equations
performing a time averaging, the resulting equations
contain an additional unknown term that must be

Table 1 Main geometrical data of the tyre model

modelled adopting some approximations that leads to
the turbulence modelling. Since there are no deflection
(the tyre is undeformed), the incompressible solver has
been used with coupled pressure–velocity formulation
that is the most accurate method in solving the
pressure–velocity field in an incompressible solver.
The K-x SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence
model [40] has been adopted and second order
numerical schemes have been set both for the flow
field equations and turbulence model equations. The
incompressible ideal gas model has been used to take
into account possible natural convection effects at low
tyre rotational speeds. Indeed, the model allows
(small) variation of density due to variations of
temperature such as in natural convection case. It
computes the density as: q = p0/(RT/MW), where q is
the density, R the universal gas constant, MW the
molecular weight of the gas, P0 the operating pressure.
Thus, the model differs from the ideal gas model since
the density variations are linked only temperature
variations. An initial operative pressure of 0.2 MPa
has been assigned. A moving wall boundary condition
and a constant temperature have been set at the walls.
In particular, temperature at wall boundaries is not
evaluated by a FE (finite element) model of tyre
structure, coupled to the CFD model. Constant temperatures have been assigned at each wall surface;
temperature levels have been differentiated for innerliner, rim and side-wall surfaces, basing on the
available experimental data for the examined tyre.
More details about the 3D CFD model meshing and
setup can be found in previous authors’ works
[27, 28, 41, 42]. In Table 2 the case studies at different
angular velocities are reported, while in Table 3 the
temperatures at the walls are shown representing the
typical average wall temperatures of a passenger tyre.
The results of 3D numerical simulations will be
presented in the following section.

Tyre geometry

3.1 CFD results
Inner liner radius

320 mm

Rim radius

220 mm

Inner liner width

310 mm

Rim width

279 mm

Inner liner area

0.664 m2

Rim area

0.410 m2

Sidewall area

0.108 m2

CFD analyses are performed with the aim to characterize the thermal behaviour of the tyre, deriving the
3D-related convective heat transfer coefficients of
both inner liner and rim to be implemented in a 1D tyre
thermal model, already developed by the authors in the
recent years [19, 20].
A convergence analysis aimed to reduce the mesh
size has been first performed. In Fig. 5 the computed
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Fig. 3 Detail of the hybrid CFD mesh inside the tyre cross section with refinement at the walls

Fig. 4 Wall y ? (dimensionless wall distance) distribution on the tyre

heat transfer coefficients and the total thermal powers
of inner line and rim for three grid levels are reported
for the case at x = 37,5 rad/s, level 1 refers to the
finest grid level. In particular, grid level 1, 2 and 4
correspond to a mesh composed by 13, 4 and 2 million
of total cells respectively. The convergence while
reducing the mesh size shows that the adopted grid
level 2 returns a good accuracy and will be used in the
following analyses.
As discussed in the previous section, numerical
analyses are carried out in steady-state conditions at
different angular velocities of the tyre. In Fig. 6a, b
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and c, the convergence of average gas temperature,
total thermal powers of inner liner, rim and sidewalls
and of the related convective heat transfer coefficients
are plotted in the case of the highest tyre angular
velocity (x = 187.5 rad/s). The figures show that also
in the more complex case the solution is convergent.
In Table 4, the computed thermal powers of the tyre
sub-domains are shown. A null net thermal power is
reached for tyre domain, highlighting the thermal
equilibrium condition achieved in the steady-state
operation. It is worth noting that the exchange thermal
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Table 2 Case studies at different tyre angular velocities
Case number

Angular velocity (rad/s)

0

0

1

18.75

2
3

37.50
56.25

4

75

5

93.75

6

112.50

7

131.25

8

150.00

9

168.75

10

187.50

Table 3 Imposed wall
temperatures of tyre model

Imposed temperatures (K)
Inner liner

363

Rim

323

Sidewall SX

343

Sidewall DX

343

powers by tyre sidewalls are substantially negligible
with respect to inner liner and rim parts.
A null angular velocity has been also considered to
analyse the case where a natural convection mechanism can be established within the tyre system and a
reduced heat exchange with the external environment
is expected to occur. Figure 7a and b show the
temperature and velocity contours in a cross section
of the tyre, while a detail of 3D velocity vector
distribution in a longitudinal tyre section is reported in
Fig. 8.
It can be seen from Fig. 7a that the temperature
difference between the tyre surfaces, located at
maximum and minimum radial distance from the tyre
rotational axis, induces a small natural convection
motion within the tyre.
While increasing the angular velocity of the tyre,
the natural convection mechanism is overcome by the
forced convection mechanism induced by the tyre
rotation. In these conditions, a greater thermal power
can be exchanged mainly due to the internal tyre air
flow conditions. This is shown in the following Figs. 9
and 10, where the velocity contours in cross and
longitudinal tyre sections and 3D velocity vector

Fig. 5 Tyre RANS simulations: grid dependency analysis
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Fig. 6 Tyre RANS simulation at x = 187,5 rad/s. Convergence of average temperature (a), thermal powers (b) and convective heat
transfer coefficients (c)
Table 4 Tyre RANS simulation at x = 187,5 rad/s. Thermal
powers of tyre sub-domains
Walls
Inner liner
Rim
Sidewall1
Sidewall2
Overall wall

Thermal powers(W)
260.49
– 262.22
– 0.86
– 0.86
5.53E-4

distribution are respectively displayed in the case of
the highest angular velocity (x = 187.5 rad/s).
In these conditions the flow field inside the tyre is
substantially characterized by an increasing velocity
along the radial direction induced by the imposed tyre
rotation.
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It is worth remarking that a reliable prediction of
the flow field inside tyre represents a fundamental prerequisite to furnish the actual thermal state of tyre. The
results presented in the Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 can be
considered consistent with the physical expectations
and the related 3D model can be employed to
reproduce the variations of thermal power under
rotating boundary conditions. The purpose of Fig. 10
is to show how at high rotational velocity the gas
effectively rotates with the rim and the natural
convection is negligible, confirming the reliability of
the model.
3D steady simulations at different angular velocities allow to derive the total thermal powers and the
convective heat transfer coefficient profiles for both
inner liner and rim, representing the tyre parts that are
mostly interested in the heat exchange. Figure 11
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Fig. 7 Tyre RANS simulation at x = 0 rad/s. Temperature (a) and velocity (b) contours in the tyre cross section

Fig. 8 Tyre RANS simulation at x = 0 rad/s. Velocity vector distribution in a longitudinal tyre section

Fig. 9 Tyre RANS simulation x = 187,5 rad/s. Velocity contour in cross section (a) and in longitudinal section (b) of the tyre

shows the computed linear trend of convective heat
transfer coefficients by varying the tyre angular
velocity. Low values are reached at null angular
velocity, due to the low natural convective heat
exchange mechanism.
As expected, the convective heat transfer coefficient shows an increasing trend with the tyre angular
velocity. Indeed, at increasing angular velocity the
convective heat exchange at relevant tyre walls (i.e.

rim and inner liner) is enhanced thanks to the higher
turbulence level in the orthogonal direction to the
walls.
The convective heat transfer coefficient profiles
computed by 3D CFD simulations is the result that will
be used to refine the 3D tire model. It represents the
numerical prerequisite for the estimation of tyre
thermal behaviour by employing a refined 3D model
discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 10 Tyre RANS
simulation at x = 187,5 rad/
s. Velocity vector
distribution

Fig. 11 Tyre RANS simulations. Computed convective heat
transfer coefficients by varying the tyre angular velocity x

4 Tyre thermal model
Starting from the full grid model configuration
described in [19], a specific numerical study has been
conducted to minimize the model computational cost
without significantly altering the thermal dynamics of
the tyre within the working range thanks to the
adoption of simplified rib configuration described in
[43], where the accuracy related results are also
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addressed comparing full three-dimensional model
towards a simplified grid configuration. In [20] the
authors have included the sidewalls and the wheel rim
within the tyre model node layout, which represents
the final model configuration adopted for this work.
Since the thermal model can be employed for both the
offline Software-in-the-Loop routines for vehicle
performance analyses and the online hard real-time
Driver-in-the-Loop applications, the number of nodes
n can vary, depending on the particular tyre geometry
under the investigation (motorsport, truck/bus or
passenger tyre) and on the presence of eventual
additional thermal sources (brakes, specifically
designed cooling and warming systems or diffusers)
to be considered, as addressed by the authors in
[17, 20]. At the current stage, the average thermal
model configuration of requires 0.0004–0.0005 s on
the average Xeon simulator machine (150 nodes for a
motorsport/passenger tyre and 180 nodes for a truck/
bus tyre, respectively) for each computational step. In
this configuration, the model is hard real-time capable
for the use, where the tyres thermodynamics, kinematics and dynamics and the vehicle state are
computed simultaneously in real-time, since the
typical frequency used within the simulator automotive environments is 1 kHz and the same mesh is
adopted for both off-line and real-time environments.
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The tyre thermal model is based on the Fourier
diffusion equation applied to a three-dimensional
heterogeneous domain:
q_
oT
1
¼ G þ
ot
qcv q  cv
 2

o kð x; y; z; T Þ  T o2 kðx; y; z; T Þ  T o2 kðx; y; z; T Þ  T

þ
þ
2
2
2
ox
oy
oz

ð2Þ
where
• q_G is the energy generation rate per unit volume
(W/m3);
• q is the density of material (Kg/m3);
• cv is the specific heat of material (J/KgK);
• k is the thermal conductivity of material (W/mK);
• x; y; z are the coordinates of the nodes within the
tyre system discretization;
• T is the temperature of the node under analysis (K);
• t is the time (s).
In particular, the thermodynamic non-linear characteristics of different materials have been estimated
employing the testing non-destructive methodology
described in [44], allowing to estimate the diffusivity
characteristics of the tyre tread starting from the
acquisitions of the temperature gradients on the tyre
external and internal surfaces established as a consequence of the application of a known heating power
source and its propagation through the internal layers.
The procedure requires two thermal cameras pointed
on the opposite sides of the tyre tread, external surface
and internal innerliner, acquiring the temperatures in
radial and circumferential directions. The non-linear
diffusivities are determined applying boundary conditions of a specifically designed testing procedure
[44], solving a minimization iterative problem
between the model temperature outputs and the
experimentally acquired ones. Since the material
diffusivity parameters are not constant, but they
deeply depend on the model thermal state, the
diffusivity of each node in each direction of interest
will be different per each step: for this reason, the
transient phase is particularly important due to higher
thermal gradients within the composite structure to
accurately identify the tyre node intrinsic characteristics. The equation is generalized per each node of the
entire wheel system in Eq. 3, taking into account of the
peculiar material characteristics, depending on its
position within the three-dimensional grid, so to

describe the system 1st differential state in the typical
matrix form:
8 DT 9
1>
8 9
8 9
>
>
>
>
>
3> T 1 >
b1 > 2
> >
>
Dt
>
a1;1    a1;n >
= >
=
=
< >
< >
< DT 2 >
b2
T2
¼
þ 4  ...  5
> >
>
>
>>
>>
> Dt
>
 >
an;1    an;n >
>
: ;
>
> : bn ;
>
Tn
>
;
: DT n >
Dt
ð3Þ
To completely describe the wheel system, as
illustrated in Fig. 12, the following physical thermal
phenomena are considered:
• Heat generative term at the tyre/road interface due
to the tangential interaction (known as Friction
Power);
• Heat generative term due to the effect of tyre cyclic
deformation during the rolling and of tyre structure
deformation due to tangential interaction loads
(known as SEL or Strain Energy Loss);
• Heat conductive term within the contact patch area
between the rubber compound and the road texture;
• Heat convective term with the external environment due to the tyre external interaction of the
tread layer with the outside air;
• Heat convective term concerning the inner air state
and its interaction with the surfaces of inner liner,
sidewalls and rim;
• Heat convective and radiative terms due to the
impact of possible additional fluxes (from additional heating or cooling sources as brakes or
exhaust gases diffusers) impacting the wheel rim
surface;
• Heat conduction between the different materials
constituting the tyre structure.
Focusing on the conductive term within the tyre
structure, a three-dimensional configuration reproduces the composite nonhomogeneous structure of
different tyre layers (rubber compound, steel belts,
plies, etc.) constituting the tyre system, taking into
account the diffusivity dependencies on temperature
state of each material considered. It must be highlighted that the following modelling hypotheses have
been made:
• The road texture is isotropic and homogeneous,
without irregularities, so to schematize the tarmac
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Fig. 12 Thermodynamic model scheme of the wheel

as a geometric plane whose surface temperature is
equal to T r ;
• The tyre tread is modelled as a parallelepiped
unrolled in the circumferential direction and discretized in a certain number of ribs only in the
lateral direction to take into account of the local
friction effects within the contact patch in terms of
position and shape as a consequence of the wheel
alignment;
• The radiation exchange mechanism of the tyre
tread layer is neglected.
Since the purpose of this study is to focus only on
the exchanges concerning the inner air fluxes, the
model macro-discretization along the radial direction
can be summarized as in the Fig. 13, where:

• Node 1: the rubber compound layer constituting
the external surface of the tyre where the predominant physical phenomena are the external convection and the thermal exchanges concerning the
tyre/road interaction within the contact patch.
Regarding the generative thermal term, it has to
be highlighted that a specific quantity, called
friction factor, evaluated at each time step taking
into account of the diffusivity characteristics of the
tyre tread compound and the road pavement, is
used to correctly split the amount of the energy
arising at the tyre-road interface, as described in
[19, 20];
• Node 2: the rubber compound layer particularly
significant to describe the tyre grip and stiffness
dependencies towards temperature and pressure
effects;

Fig. 13 Simplified representation of the radial thermal flux within the complete wheel system
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• Node 3: the equivalent carcass structure node able
to thermodynamically describe the behaviour of
the inner tyre layers;
• Node 4: the internal air node involved in convective thermal flows with the tyre inner liner and the
rim surfaces (the thermal exchange with the
sidewalls’ surface is not represented in the figure,
but it is considered in the overall thermal model);
• Node 5: the metal alloy rim layer, interacting in the
convective thermal exchange with the internal air
node;
• Node 6: the external layer of the rim alloy involved
in the external convection and radiation terms with
the additional components constituting the wheel
system, as brakes, diffusers or particular heating/cooling systems.

5 Results
The actual dynamic behaviour of tyre can be experimentally investigated through dedicated tests realized
with a wide range of methodologies. One of the most
reliable is the force and moment bench, also known as
Flat-Trac (from the name of the probably most famous
bench), able to fully characterize a tyre in working
conditions, acquiring also thermal data [45]. As a
general remark, various tests can be carried out on the
Flat-Trac, mainly thanks to the possibility to control
and explore different conditions, including constant or
variable angular velocity, internal air pressure, slip
ratio, slip angle, camber angle and vertical loads
[45, 46].
Beyond the wide test potentials, the experimental
analyses carried out for the activity were performed at
constant angular velocity and internal air pressure,
applying low load levels in order to substantially
reproduce the undeformed wheel conditions. Such
option was selected with the aim to define a proper
comparison between the experimental data and the
output of the 3D CFD analyses discussed above.
Therefore, the setup of the experimental tests was
chosen to generate an adequate set of measurements
for the validation of the tyre thermal model. The
adopted setup of the experimental campaign is listed
below:
• Three vehicle velocities: 50, 100 and 150 km/h;
• Three pressure levels: 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 MPa;

• Three vertical load conditions: 800, 1500,
3000 N.
Beyond the experimental setup here considered, it
is the case to stress that the proposed numerical
methodology has the potentials to be also applied to
higher load cases through a refinement of 3D CFD
model to take into account the tyre deformation.
The tyre under investigation was equipped with
sensors mainly aiming to measure its temperatures
during the experimental tests. Figure 14 summarizes
the adopted tyre sensors.
In particular, the so-called TPMS sensor was
located on the tyre valve body and utilized to acquire
both temperature and pressure of inner-air. A wireless
8 channels sensor (8 laser beams) allowed to measure
the temperature of the inner liner at different positions.
An infrared sensor was adopted to acquire the groove
temperature. In addition, a thermal camera was
employed to measure the temperature of contact
patch. A dedicated data acquisition system (Analog/
Digital CAN Bus) was connected to the above
described sensors. As an example, the evolutions of
the acquired tyre temperatures are reported in Fig. 15
(b) for the case at constant vehicle velocity of 100 km/
h and at varying both vertical load and internal air
pressure.
Similar experimental outcomes are obtained for the
other investigated vehicle speeds, but they are not
reported and discussed here for sake of brevity.
As depicted in the Fig. 15 (a) three levels of vertical
loads (800, 1500 and 3000 N) are applied to the tyre.
For each load, the tyre internal air pressure is
modulated in order to explore three different values
(0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 MPa). Referring to the temperature
profiles, the inner liner measured temperatures at
various positions (eight magenta curves in
Fig. 15(b) are reported and combined calculating an
average temperature profile that will be considered as
the reference in the comparison with the corresponding simulation outcomes.
The experimental results presented in Fig. 15
clearly underline that a different tyre thermal regime
is experienced according to the internal air pressure
level. In particular, for each examined load a lower
tyre temperature corresponds to a higher-pressure
level. Indeed, at greater tyre inflation pressure the
wheel structure becomes more rigid, resulting in less
deformation and lower heating effects. Among the
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Fig. 14 Tyre sensors employed during tests to measure characteristic temperatures

Fig. 15 Temperatures evolution at constant vehicle speed of 100 km/h, and at varying vertical loads and internal air pressures

investigated vertical loads, the reference condition for
the validation of the proposed 3D tyre thermal model
is characterized by the load level of 1500 N. This case
is representative of a nominal pure rolling condition,
with a wheel radius equal to that of the undeformed
configuration.
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To properly reproduce the experimental conditions,
the full thermal tyre model has been fed with the inputs
reproducing the experimental setup. As already illustrated, the tyre thermal model is described by a system
of n-coupled differential equations (Eq. 3 in state
form). In this system, the equation regarding the tyre
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internal air (inner air) is illustrated in Eq. (4), where
hRim and hInnerLiner represent the convective heat
exchange with the rim and inner liner surfaces,
respectively.

been compared towards the experimentally acquired
analogous quantities, as illustrated in Fig. 15b. In
particular, two different simulations have been performed to better highlight the importance of the study


DT ðInAirÞ
1 
¼
hRim ðV ÞARim;InnAir ðT Rim  T InAir Þ þ hInnerliner ðV ÞAInLiner;InnAir ðT InLiner  T InAir Þ
q  cv V
Dt

The hRim and hInnerLiner have been derived taking
into account of the 3D CFD model, as illustrated in
Fig. 16, and the estimated temperatures of the innerliner and external tyre surfaces have been compared
towards the experimentally acquired temperatures in
the same working conditions.
The full thermal tyre model has been fed with the
time history channels corresponding to the test routine
illustrated in Fig. 15a and the model thermal outputs
in terms of surface and innerliner temperatures have

ð4Þ

conducted, the internal convective exchange coefficient calculated from the analytic formulations available in the literature, as reported in [19, 20], called
with the postfix ‘‘old’’ in Fig. 17, and the convective
heat transfer coefficient evaluated thanks to the 3D
numerical approach described before. To this aim, the
following Fig. 17 shows the model simulated temperature evolutions of the tyre surface and inner liner
layers for the same test conditions of the experimental
routine described in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 Integration of 3D CFD derived convective heat transfer coefficients into the full tyre thermal model
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Fig. 17 Numerical vs. Experimental comparison of surface and inner liner temperatures at constant vehicle speed of 100 km/h, and at
varying vertical loads and internal air pressures of tyre

The convective heat transfer effect upon the tyre
temperatures is analysed in Fig. 17, where the simulated tyre external and inner liner temperatures are
compared to the corresponding experimental quantities in order to validate the developed numerical
procedure. A particular attention is devoted to the
inner liner temperature since its correct prediction is
accountable for a proper modelling of all the physical
thermal effects within the tyre structure. In particular,
for the considered longitudinal velocity (100 km/h)
and the test conditions (with variations in loads and
pressures), a significant improvement in the numerical/experimental agreement is obtained for the inner
liner temperature employing the convective heat
transfer coefficient values obtained thanks to the 3D
CFD model. Indeed, the integrated 3D/1D numerical
approach allows to improve the predictivity of the full
tyre thermal model providing a fast and complete
thermal evaluation of all the wheel layers, from rim to
the external surfaces.
Similar numerical/experimental agreements for the
inner liner temperature are obtained at the other
investigated vehicle velocities (50 and 150 km/h), but
they are not shown here for brevity. The above
consideration further highlights the high-level reliability of the proposed methodology.
Summarizing, the presented tyre thermal model,
enhanced with 3D CFD derived characteristic convective heat transfer coefficients, is capable to accurately forecast the tyre thermal behaviour under
various operating conditions, including variations in
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vehicle velocity, vertical load and internal air pressure.
Since it provides reliable physical predictions at
varying tyre working conditions, it can be adopted in
a predictive way to explore the tyre thermal behaviour
also at conditions differing from those of the discussed
validation.

6 Conclusions and future developments
The role of the simulations in automotive and
motorsport is growing in importance year after year,
and tools to predict the vehicle dynamics behaviour
are highly requested from a large number of teams in
several racing categories.
The reliability of a predictive model is a critical
factor in competitions, and it is then fundamental to
dispose of a large database of outdoor acquisitions to
calibrate and validate the results obtained from a
physical model.
As shown above, a quite acceptable predictive level
can be assured also employing reduced models with
the proper physical modelling, minimizing the number
of required parameters, and therefore, the overall cost
of the simulation.
This paper presents a numerical procedure consisting of an integrated models able to obtain detailed 3D
thermal tyre data to be synthesized into a full wheel
thermal model aiming to a fast and accurate description of the thermodynamic tyre behaviour under
steady and at varying working conditions. In a first
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stage, a 3D CFD model of the whole system has been
realized within ANSYS Fluent environment, considering an undeformed tyre geometry. Preliminary
analyses have been carried out to identify the convergence of numerical results at reducing the mesh size,
thus demonstrating the reliability of the tyre meshing
process.
Steady RANS simulations have been performed at
different angular velocities to derive the thermal
powers and the convective heat transfer coefficients of
each tyre sub-domain. Results confirmed that the
thermal powers related to the tyre sidewalls are
substantially negligible with respect to ones referring
to the inner liner and the rim surfaces. For this reason,
the convective heat transfer coefficients of inner liner
and rim are considered in the study reported. Indeed,
the latter are adopted as input parameters in an
advanced and innovative full wheel thermal model,
allowing reliable tyre performance predictions combined with reduced computational efforts.
In order to validate the adopted numerical procedure, the outcomes of the tyre model in terms of tyre
layers’ temperatures have been compared with the
measured ones through a dedicated routine realized on
the flat trac test bench. Satisfying agreements between
numerical and experimental temperatures have been
obtained in the whole range of the measured conditions. This result represents a fundamental prerequisite
for a proper subsequent tyre performance evaluation
and optimization.
In addition, the discussed procedure can be applied
for the development of refined control logics concerning the optimal tyre management and the passenger
vehicle performance.
As a final remark, some future developments of the
proposed modelling approach will be taken into
account, including:
• The deformation of the tyre structure to simulate
the actual wheel crushing;
• The fluid–structure iteration of tyre to further refine
its thermal performance, also including the effects
of the external forced ventilation as in the real
applications.
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